IMPLEMENTATION OF CHILDHOOD IMMUNIZATION PROGRAM USING THE WATERFALL METHOD
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Abstract: Medical records are managed according to established standards, creating information that should be properly maintained and stored for easy access when needed. This study is motivated by the fact that the number of immunization patients continues to increase daily, so authorities still need a long time to collect information in their registration systems. It is very long and has a significant impact on the performance of healthcare workers. This study aims to redesign the immunization information system to help manage medical records and maintain the quality of health care services. The design of the developed immunization system may include information on the processing and reporting of immunization data in hospitals to enable medical staff to report results to immunization services quickly and accurately. The research method used in this study is descriptive with a qualitative approach. Data collection was conducted through observations, interviews, and literature review from studies of researchers and practitioners. The system development method adopts the waterfall method. This study's results indicate that technology is an appropriate method to more efficiently support data processing and reporting when valid data are available.
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in information technology have become essential for decision-making in work life. One reason is the need for fast, accurate, and concise information. Technological developments emphasize all aspects of digitization[1]. One of them is a health facility. As health service institutions, hospitals must implement a Hospital Management Information System (SIMRS) and organize patient medical records electronically[2]. According to the Decree of the Minister of Health of the Republic of Indonesia No. 24 of 2022, all health services must use electronic medical records by the principles of information security and confidentiality[3].

Health information is the basis of health services. The medical record embodies written medical secrets, including patient identity, examination, treatment, actions, and other services provided to patients[4]. The medical history begins with patient registration, after which the polyclinic doctor records clinical data with several data systems, including data collection, processing, analysis, storage, data display, and transmission. Health information is evidence of the quality of health services as an asset to achieve efficient service[5].

The hospital reporting system is part of the hospital information system. Various information is needed to implement this reporting system. Immunization reporting is one of the reviews that is routinely reported. According to government regulations, every health service provider providing immunization must report regularly and periodically to the district and city health offices[6].

Immunization is given as a liquid vaccine process that can stimulate the production of antibodies so that the body's resistance to disease increases actively[7]. Immunization is one of the government's concerns because Indonesia is still a relatively low country in the world of child health. Many children suffer from conditions such as pneumonia, diarrhea, poly, congenital disabilities, and developmental defects such as slow speech and walking[8].

According to Indonesian data, the child mortality rate is still relatively high at 22.32 per 1,000 population in 2021[9]. To build better health for Indonesian children, more effective work is needed to conduct counseling and immunization evenly[10].

Child health efforts in Permenkes number 25 of 2014 stated that every child has the right to live, grow and develop and has the right to protection from existing violence and discrimination. Therefore child health interventions must be carried out in an integrated, comprehensive, and sustainable manner[11].

Immunization administration is not new in the Indonesian health system. Immunization officially started in Indonesia in 1956, and the World Health Organization (WHO) has increased immunization worldwide since 1974[12].

Primary immunization is the foundation for health formation for children under five years. Primary immunization consisting of one dose of BCG, three doses of DPT-HB or DPT-HB-Hib, four doses of poliomyelitis, and one dose of measles can effectively prevent fatal diseases, especially by giving more measles immunization. This is related to the fact that measles is one of the leading causes of death in children[13].

State regulations governing the distribution of primary immunization this does not rule out the possibility of an in-
crease in the number of patients at any time. A database management system and reporting information system are needed to facilitate services. Hospitals need better and more flexible management to develop using the waterfall method. This study created a childhood immunization information system to help manage electronic medical record reporting using the waterfall method[14].

In previous studies, some shortcomings became the benchmark for conducting this study, including incomplete data presentation in recording and reporting forms containing immunization data coverage. Hence, this study expects a complete representation of data to support the required immunization writing [15]. Sponsored by the development of good governance as a series of processes, habits, policies, and hospital rules, as well as the use of innovation and technology, it aims to improve the quality of health services by ensuring the security and confidentiality of patient data digitally as well as reporting on the speed, accuracy, and accuracy of information management[16].

METHOD

This research was conducted at the X Mother and Child Hospital in Bandung with a qualitative descriptive study that analyzed the situation, explained problem-solving with data, and interpreted it. This data collection is done through interviews and observation. The development of this immunization service system follows the waterfall method.

The waterfall method or waterfall approach is a classic model in which the concept of software engineering development emphasizes systematic and se-quential steps in 4 phases.

The steps of the waterfall method include the following:

Analysis
The analysis steps are based on the formulation of the problem, so managers must develop a system that supports the management of medical record reports by focusing on the functions of the system section.

Design
In this phase, system planning is carried out to analyze the needs of the desired system description. This was achieved by designing software user interfaces and system flowcharts, data flow diagrams (DFD), and database modeling processes using relationship diagrams (ERD).

Coding
The coding phase involves writing code to enable the software to perform the desired function using Visual Basic in Microsoft Visual Studio.Net creating menu pages, registration, diagnostics, and immunization reports.

Testing
The system testing phase is about testing the finished application system to determine whether the software follows the standards that will be applied in society[17].
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The application of information systems in childhood immunization services is a more efficient place to collect patient data by producing systematic information. The purpose of using this information system is to speed up patient services so that the data collection needed for reporting both hospital and government reporting can sprint without missing data.

Menu Page

The main menu page is an application platform displaying various system functions. Officers can use all additional functions needed, such as registration, patient information, doctor information, medical information, service information, and reports, with the addition of a logout button if they want to exit the application.

Doctors Data Page

The doctor data page is used to view doctor information registered in the system, with the ability to add doctor information not written to the design and an edit function to change existing doctor information. To add doctor information, you need a doctor's ID, doctor's name, gender, telephone number, address, and type of doctor's specialist.

Officer Data Page

The purpose of the officer data page is to display information on officers registered in the system. The feature function adds data for adding data for officers who are not written in the system, and the editing function is for changing existing data. Additional officer information requires an officer's ID, name, gender, date of birth, and address.

Outpatient Admission System

The outpatient registration point (TPPRJ) is essential to hospital services because it is the first point of contact between patients and officers. Therefore, the quality of services provided by TPPRJ is a reference for patients in assessing the quality of service. The registration system is essential for giving fast and accurate reports because patient data is first processed at the registration point.
Registration activities are in the form of filling in patient identity and patient social information. The personal data must at least contain patient information, patient name, and a master number (NIK). Social information should include at least religion, occupation, education, and marital status.

Patient Naming System
The patient naming system is used as an identity to distinguish one patient from another. Fill in the patient's name entirely, or at least two syllables, with the patient's first name, the husband's name if married, and the father's name if unmarried, or use the surname first, followed by the patient's name.

Patient Numbering System
Each new patient receives a medical record that is used at each visit. The numbering system uses a unit numbering system (UNS), where patients only receive one number that combines all data results, both outpatient and inpatient and in the emergency room. In this way, patient data is stored in the same database when the officer records the patient's identity entirely and correctly. The information is processed into an electronic patient file.

Image 5. Patient Registration Form

Image 6. Childhood Immunization Schedule

Electronic Medical Record Information Distribution
Medical record information created at TPPRJ is sent from one unit to another. TPPRJ distribution is carried out by sending the data to selected polyclinics to get health services.

Filling in Clinical Information
Polyclinic officers fill out the service form with clinical information about the results of examinations, actions, and health services on patients.

Image 7. Patient Care Form

Medical Record Information Processing
Medical record coding is the determination of diagnosis and medical action codes in the form of letters, numbers, or combinations of letters and numbers following ICD-10 for diagnosis and ICD-9-CM for action codes.
The coding form records the disease code and names the officer will use after the patient receives services at the outpatient polyclinic.

Reporting

Reporting is the result of service activities and provides support in the hospital. The preparation of reports is done for the internal and external interests of the hospital and will be carried out periodically.

In general, the types of reporting are divided into two categories: internal reporting and external reporting. Internal units that require reports are directors and units within health facilities.

External reporting is made through a hospital information system with guidelines for implementing hospital medical records in Indonesia regulated by the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Indonesia. External reporting is addressed to the relevant authorities, namely the Directorate General of Medical Services, the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Indonesia, the Provincial Health Office, and the District or City Health Office. Here is the report form for immunization reporting:

Image 8. Coding Form

The coding form records the disease code and names the officer will use after the patient receives services at the outpatient polyclinic.

Image 10. Monthly immunization report

The results of the immunization report can provide information as needed in the form of a displayed message. When the officer enters the date of the information sought and the type of vaccine sought, the data is automatically shown in an information table.

Electronic Medical Record Storage

The patient's electronic medical record can be retained for 25 years from
the patient’s last visit. Electronic patient data must be stored in a specific way to ensure security, confidentiality, availability, and integrity.

**Efforts to Implement Medical Record Reporting Governance**

Governance is an effort to improve the quality of service by creating an excellent clinical service environment for implementing health services. One of the systems applied in the implementation is clinical efficiency, namely the provision of health services that ensure the best performance and productivity with evidence of their effectiveness.

Efforts in implementing governance can provide the following benefits: Safe prevents unexpected events, such as service fraud, by giving patient-centered services with empathy, responsibility, and clinical ethics. Punctuality can reduce patient waiting times for efficient and effective services, supported by officers with knowledge and skills. Fair, i.e., no distinction is made between economic, social, racial, religious, or ethnic status.

Governance can be used as an assessment tool for quality medical delivery and avoiding unnecessary activities.

**CONCLUSION**

This study concludes that hospitals can produce information more efficiently regarding data storage and processing. Implementing good governance based on applicable laws can be the foundation of health services by using management information systems as support. Information systems can make it easier for officers to process information because it is appropriately handled without many formulas and rules in hospital information systems so that the necessary data are reported quickly and accurately.
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